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Motivation

● Some information on the spread of infectious 
disease can be extracted from reported case 
counts alone.

● Delays in reporting cases, weekly reporting 
periodicity and the difficulty of evaluating changes 
in non-linear trends can obscure the underlying 
disease dynamics.

● Tracking the time-varying reproduction number 
(and/or the rate of growth) estimated for cases by 
infection date can help to mitigate these issues.

● Methods based on the renewal equation 
(implemented in the EpiEstim R package) have 
been shown to work well in previous outbreaks 
but assume observed case counts represent the 
actual course of the outbreak. 

Aim: To build on these tools by combining them 
with best practices to incorporate uncertainty in a 
scalable, readily deployable framework.



Implementation

● Back-calculation (via sampling) of cases by 
date of infection using an uncertain reporting 
delay and incubation period. 

● Right-truncation accounted for using binomial 
upscaling.

● Time-varying reproduction number estimated 
using EpiEstim combined with an optimised 
choice of smoothing and uncertainty in cases.

● Short-term forecasting produced using 
ensembles of time-series models and the 
renewal equation.

● Implementation in robust and well documented 
R packages (EpiNow/EpiSoon).  

Preprint: https://wellcomeopenresearch.org/articles/5-112

EpiNow: https://epiforecasts.io/EpiNow/

EpiSoon: https://epiforecasts.io/EpiSoon/

EpiEstim:https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/EpiEstim/index.html

https://wellcomeopenresearch.org/articles/5-112
https://epiforecasts.io/EpiSoon/
https://epiforecasts.io/EpiSoon/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/EpiEstim/index.html


Usage
Public facing work: 

● Using public case and deaths data we produce daily estimates on a national level for every country in the world with 
sufficient cases. We also produce regional estimates for 9 countries. 

● These estimates (and all data required to reproduce) are available here: https://epiforecasts.io/covid

● These estimates are downloaded by several organisations (for example: WHO) and for some countries remain the only 
model based tool to assess current transmission.

● Several other groups around the world have used our tooling to inform policy makers independently (DOI: 
10.1101/2020.04.25.20080127v1).

https://epiforecasts.io/covid/posts/global/
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.25.20080127v1


Usage

Estimates based on confidential data: 

● We have been producing regional and national level estimates of Rt (along with short-term case 
forecasts)  in the UK based on hospital admissions data, cases by lab report, and deaths since 
the end of March. 

● These have been used by policy-makers and scientific advisors to assess changes in 
transmission.

● More recently our estimates have been combined with other groups to produce an ensemble 
estimate. 

● We have also used our tooling to assess outbreaks in care homes, hospitals and in the 
community. In addition, we have compared Rt estimates across data sources in order to explore 
the underlying outbreak.



Further work

● Naive implementations estimate Rt using reported cases. The 
issue with this approach is that the derived Rt measures have 
little epidemiological meaning and are likely to be biased by 
reporting artefacts.

● More sophisticated methods attempt to back-calculate infections 
(typically either using a mean/median shift or backsampling).

● Both of these approaches have been shown to lead to 
oversmoothing (Gostic et al., DOI: 
10.1101/2020.06.18.20134858).

● Rt estimates derived using these case curves will typically 
underestimate when greater than 1 and overestimate when less 
than 1.

● The optimisation approach to window choice adopted in EpiNow 
is computationally inefficient and relies on the importance of one 
day ahead prediction which may not be desirable.

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.06.18.20134858


Further work

● Developing a new version of our tooling (EpiNow2 
(WIP):https://github.com/epiforecasts/EpiNow2, WIP 
report:https://github.com/epiforecasts/backcalc/blob/master/report.md) 
that uses a non-parametric approach to reconstruct reported cases by 
date of infection. 

● Basic idea is to use smooth mean shifted cases by report as a prior 
combined with a Gaussian process to reconstruct cases by date of 
infection. Complexity is that we need to fully account for uncertainty in all 
distributions and noise in reporting.

● Rt can then be estimated in model following the approach of EpiEstim but 
again using a Gaussian process to control changes in Rt over time (rather 
than a windowing approach).

● Alongside this, we are developing a validation framework based on 
synthetic data to allow competing approaches for estimating Rt to be 
assessed (WIP:https://github.com/epiforecasts/backcalc).

● Similar work is being conducted by multiple groups with results shared in 
a slack workspace - please reach out if you wish to be involved.

https://github.com/epiforecasts/EpiNow2
https://github.com/epiforecasts/backcalc/blob/master/report.md
https://github.com/epiforecasts/backcalc


● Estimates of Rt can provide valuable additional information when presented alongside reported 
cases.

● Whilst robust methods of Rt estimation exist (EpiEstim), producing meaningful estimates of Rt in 
real-time on reported cases can be complex.

● We have developed a robust and scalable approach that contains many community agreed best 
practices. We have used this approach to deliver daily Rt estimates over the course of several 
months. 

● However, this is an area of active research with our approach having several key limitations. We hope 
to provide an updated toolset that resolves some of these issues in the near future. 

● Many other groups are also developing new methods. It is important we work as collaboratively as 
possible in order to identify the best approaches and make them available to others as rapidly. 
Please reach out if you are working in this area and are interested in collaborating.

Conclusions


